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Fto the 18th Squadron of the RNZAF to be precise.
-

As a “real modeler” l did not start with step 1 of the in-
structions. Instead of that, l jumped to Step 40 - the as-
sembly of central wing with the intercooler. 

-1A vs. late -1A”, part number R24 with a molded slot
compared to the upper part X18.

R2800-8W with water/methanol injection.

center wing parts. 

assembly.

mark which I laminated with a PE part out of the spares 

Vought F4U-1A Corsair

Translation:  George Roumbos
Construction - text - photographs:  Urs Klimmeck

Material Used for my build:
   
   Wheels: 
   Engine:
   Interior: 
   Decal-Template: Eaglecals EC-161 “Irate 

     Donald Duck“
Assembled look of the parts, just put together without glu-

Already assembled parts: The center wing with the lower 
wing parts, wheel bay ceiling, the upper wings and the air 
cooler intakes.

This is the central wing section, before airbrushing the 

NZ Corsairs until l found a picture of NZ5262, which bears 
an under wing light. 

-
pressed by its engineering. 

make out of brass tubes and injection needles. 
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Airbrushed and washed wheel bays.

I have to add some hydraulic lines.

There are few things to improve in that kit. One is the stir-
ring rod of the counter trim tap.

That spoiler to the left on R14 is mentioned in the instruc-
tions but the wing preparation for that is not mentioned 
within the Tamiya instructions. The guns were made out 
of injection needles and brass tubes.

-
gether without gluing. Also the sheet metal covers for the 
cylinder heads are missing here. 

wiring.
-

ing and dry brushing. Colors used for the cylinders are 
-

frame Aluminum. 

down with XF-2 for the darker areas and brightened up 
with the same color for the highlights.

feeling being Sisyphus...

Connected all cylinders to the ignition ring and glued the 
radial covers. Last step was a wash of the connectors’ 
plugs.

  Finished work on the R2800-8W engine. It was dark 
washed with MIG washes and I dry brushed the screws.  
Fo-und some self-adhesive placard for the engine with 

-

Some levers were replaced by scratch built ones from the 

failed to implement any working function. 
-

tiple times folded throttle replacement part and I wanted to 
improve the kit part but I decided to fold it instead of gluing 

I used the injection needles and case with glue to create 
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dashboard.

were soldered instead of gluing. I sanded the instruments 
seam on each side. I also added some wiring as well.

coming up again on the side of the seat as a hose. I used 
a thin steel wire which I wrapped around the copper wire. 

-

cause everything is just loosely put together and does not 
-

minum bottles which will remain in that natural appear-
-

low ones, in the Corsair.  I think the natural one gives some 

cockpits’ heart, applying PEs’ on both consoles and the 

push through the tiny switches from the backside of the 
panels - a true pain.

although some of them had to be glued because of bad 

l started washing and dry brushing with a lightened up in-

silver u-shaped panels and will reduce the muddy appear-
ance a little.

-

I’ll tell you about that point later on. Eduard tires replaced 

front wheel well cover and the tires for the correct gaps 

   I airbrushed the national insignias on my New Zealand 

Corsair. I started this time with them on my paintjob list in-
stead of applying them at the end of it. In previous projects I 

-
signias are also of the same brand.

Here is the Eduard 500lbs bomb, added with safety wiring 
made from copper wire.



Dark Wash for the panel lines and sealed the Corsair with 
Polly-S Flat Clear. 
I’m not a big friend of overdone war-weary look of an 
object with stains and scratches.
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and temperatures of 38°C/101°F, l found time for air-
brushing my “Donald Duck”. 

the canvas covered surfaces of the outer wings’ inner 

the nose. 

-
nias: I toned down the disc to a more dark blue shade 

-
gine cowls closed in order to have a better appearance of 
the panel lines, which could vary a little from the engine 
covers. In the picture they are just put together without 

With the basic paint job done, I started the weathering 
process. I weathered the anti-slip strips and darkened 
the heavy panels on the inner wing sections. Also I cor-
rected the intermediate blue on the nose section.

STATIC MODELLING


